WHEN ALL ELSE
FAILS, JUST
ADD WATER
SIMPLOT
On the surface, it was just another tunnel
project: 600’ of 54” bore for a phosphate
plant expansion in the rugged Wyoming
countryside outside of Rock Springs.

packed the auger so completely that it seized the tool in the
casing. Progress on the bore came to a halt.
Time for plan B.

The bore consisted of twin tunnels crossing under a state
highway. It seemed simple enough, but the variables started
stacking up early.

In response, the crew developed a watery solution for the
sticky quandary. Installing a hydro-injection system on the
bore rig allowed them to keep the clay in a manageable
slurry state, and also cooled the auger tool and casing at
the same time.

Soil samples indicated that a sandstone layer ran through
the bore zone, so the team brought in a stone-cutter head to
attack the rock layer. The plan worked well enough at first,
but an unexpected layer of clay soon brought new issues.
The dry clay stuck to the bore auger, causing excessive
friction, heat and wear to the tooling. Eventually, the clay

Problem solved. Thanks to this “just add water” solution,
the bores were completed on time, the customer was happy,
and the CH Nix team had yet another tool to add to their
ever-growing list of tunneling innovations. Problem solved,
bore completed, customer happy.....just the way we like it.
Because after all, every tunnel deserves a happy ending.

After 40 years of innovative solutions, we’ve learned that even the toughest
projects are achievable. Whatever challenges your project is facing, we can
help. Get in touch with us and let’s see if we can make your underground life
just a little bit easier.

SIMPLOT
Tunnel Specifications
Diameter
54” dia
Steel Casing

Length
600 Linear Feet
(twin 300’ bores)

Grade

Ground Conditions

Method

Notes

n/a

Sandstone,
Mudstone, Clay,
Minimal Water

Augur Bore & Jack
with Hydro-Injection

MSBU Rock Head

